
NEW FULLY AUTOMATIC 
& QUICK CYCLE 

LONG DOUBLE DRIFTER 



Our last customer is a leading supplier of steel pipes for oil & gas and energy sectors
worldwide. 

The Long Drifting Unit was a part of a complete finishing API casing line, that was aimed
at carrying out all the well known pipe finishing operations. 

Within a larger supply of machineries and equipments, we have been appointed to
manufacture also the Long Double Drifter. 
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The Long Drifting Unit is used to test the final roundness of the pipe, using a plug that is drift
inside the pipe for all its length. 

The main customer’s need was certainly to meet the API standard but at the same time to
maximize the output of the whole finishing operations. 

In order to meet that need we have designed and built a fully automated machine to speed
up the inner pipe testing with an in-line operation with the other finishing stages. 

Our customer had the need to involve a manufacturer with large experience non only on
individual finishing operations but also with a “complete line approach”. At the same time
LAZZARI has put on the table its own know-how and the first class worldwide references as
for finishing operations. 

The major issue we’ve addressed has been double: to conceive a Long Double Drifter to
maximize the production whilst meeting the plant layout needs by a compact machine. 
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In general, we can accomodate drifting units for pipe diameters ranging from 2 3/8” till 20”. 

The project took 8 months approx. 

Compared to our previous models, we did develop a special solution aimed at checking even
small diameter pipes: now the pinch roll unit (i.e. the drive unit) is responsible for the drift
release and recession if an obstacle to its journey is detected and the drift gets stuck. It does
dramatically cuts the testing time. 

Another improvement has been the rotation of the drift each cycle time to avoid its
asymmetric wear. 

The major advantages now provided are: 
- detection of the exact position where the drift gets stuck; 
- fully automatic drift release after getting stuck 
- homogeneous wear of the drift plug 
- higher testing speeds 
- shorter machine cycle time 

This solution is suitable to those pipe finishing lines aimed to mechanically test the inner
part of any type of pipes through non-destructive testing by high speed operation. 


